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Trend of research on self extubation: A text r由linganalysis 
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Abstract 
Preventing medical accidents is an urgent task for nursing to reduce the number of malpractice 
lawsuits that have been on the rise in recent years. Self-extubation by patients is an accident, 
which could be lead to the termination of patients’lives. 
And it is one that, depending on circumstance, nurses could be held responsible for their 
insufficient management or negligence. Self-extubation can occur accidentally in the process of 
medical treatment while nurses are attending to multiple duties. The aim of the present study is 
to examine the past rese町 cheson self戸extubation紅ldto take measures against such accidents. 
The researches were但1alysedby searching the key>へrord"extubation" in two medical 
databases: CINAHL included 454 documents and ICHUSHI (Ig山 ChuoZas出） contained 2601 
research papers. The titles of extubation were extracted and analyzed by a textmining softw町 e.
In both CINAHL and ICHUSHI, the numlヲersof researches have increased since 2000. The 
increase was influenced by the famous massive investigation done in USA in the year 2000 on 
artificial ventilator. 
In the CHINAHL data, typical associated words were ICU, surgery, and artificial ventilator, 
which de1nonstrated that the researches were often done in ICU. ICHUSHI includes words like 
single case, anesthesia, trachea, and management, which demonstrated that many of the 
researches in this area were case studies. In both databases, there were relatively few numbers 
of researches on self-extubation, researches on causal analysis were even fewer. 
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